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This lavishly illustrated guide will enable you to identify the caterpillars of nearly 700 butterflies and

moths found east of the Mississippi. The more than 1,200 color photographs and two dozen line

drawings include numerous exceptionally striking images. The giant silk moths, tiger moths, and

many other species covered include forest pests, common garden guests, economically important

species, and of course, the Mescal Worm and Mexican Jumping Bean caterpillars. Full-page

species accounts cover almost 400 species, with up to six images per species including an image of

the adult plus succinct text with information on distribution, seasonal activity, foodplants, and life

history. These accounts are generously complemented with additional images of earlier instars,

closely related species, noteworthy behaviors, and other intriguing aspects of caterpillar biology.

Many caterpillars are illustrated here for the first time. Dozens of new foodplant records are

presented and erroneous records are corrected. The book provides considerable information on the

distribution, biology, and taxonomy of caterpillars beyond that available in other popular works on

Eastern butterflies and moths. The introductory chapter covers caterpillar structure, life cycles,

rearing, natural enemies, photography, and conservation. The section titled "Caterpillar Projects" will

be of special interest to educators. Given the dearth of accessible guides on the identification and

natural history of caterpillars, Caterpillars of Eastern North America is a must for entomologists and

museum curators, forest managers, conservation biologists and others who seek a compact,

easy-to-use guide to the caterpillars of this vast region. A compact guide to nearly 700 caterpillars

east of the Mississippi, from forest pests to garden guests and economically important species 

1,200 color photos and 24 line drawings enable easy identification  Full-page species accounts with

image of adult insect for almost 400 species, plus succinct text on distribution and other vital

information  Many caterpillars illustrated here for the first time  Current information on distribution,

biology, and taxonomy not found in other popular works  A section geared toward educators,

"Caterpillar Projects"  An indispensable resource for all who seek an easy-to-use guide to the

caterpillars of this vast region
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Not too long ago in human history, people thought that caterpillars and butterflies were two entirely

different critters. This book illustrates beautifully how different the pupual stage of the butterfly is

from the adult! So many of us can identify a Monarch caterpillar, but how about a swallowtail or a

sulphur? And, yeah, you know what a Gypsy Moth caterpillar looks like, and maybe even a Wooly

Bear, but what do they TURN INTO?The pictures in this book will tell you! I'll say that this book isn't

for the rank beginner, they'd probably do better with "Caterpillars in the Field and Garden : A Field

Guide to the Butterfly Caterpillars of North America". And neither is it a definitive guide to all the

caterpillars (that book has yet to be written). But it fits the niche right in-between. The pictures of the

caterpillars are great; true to life and color, although the adult pictures are small, taken from pinned,

collected adults, which makes for sometimes faded specimens and could never be used as a field

guide as most of the moths never fan their wings.Moths are the primary reason to buy this book. If

you've ever found a caterpillar in your garden and just don't know what it is, it's just as likely (if not

sometimes more so) to be a moth as a butterfly. The beginner books don't include many moths,

despite the fact that moth caterpillars can be just as colorful, and large!The author gives a summary

on each page of the more common species, what they look like, whether instars are different from

stage to stage, range maps, and most importantly: WHAT THEY EAT. I'm not talking about whether

you have to worry about finding these guys on your tomatoes, or in your cereal cabinet. Caterpillar

species specialize on a certain type of food plant or plants.
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